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Introduction:
Vija Celmins and the L.A. Art Scene
Observing the deep abyss of space, star-gazers’ vision adjusts to the faint twinkle of
starlight distant in space and time. With necks craned upward, the night sky is both endless and
ever-expanding. Deep space becomes accessible in the paintings and drawings of Vija Celmins
with her finely articulated star clusters executed with a technical acumen upon the dark vacuum
of galactic space. Viewers find themselves straddling a paradox with one foot grounded in reality
and the other suspended in a perceptual void. Her starscapes encompass both present and absent,
past and future, representation and abstraction. Before achieving these captivating deep space
environs, Vija Celmins launched her artistic career in the evolving Los Angeles. During her
nineteen year West Coast residence, Celmins witnessed the development of new art practices and
new technological advances specific to the region which she incorporated into her early
formative work. Once Celmins honed her technical dexterity, she shifted her focus outside the
city in order to analyze the spatial and optical facets of desert, sea, and sky – environments she
would continue to simulate throughout her long artistic career.
Born in 1938 in Riga, Latvia, Vija Celmins’ early life was defined by chaos and
uncertainty as the invading Soviet and Nazi armies fought for control of her small Baltic
homeland. The young Vija, along with her parents and sister, fled to Germany with thousands of
Latvians in 1944. After searching for safety during the heavy bombing of the last few months of
World War II, the Celmins found relative stability in a Latvian community in Esslingen,
1

Germany. Enduring four years as refugees, Vija and her family were granted passage to New
York, and four months later, they finally settled in Indianapolis, Indiana where the young Vija
Garrels, Gary, et al. Vija Celmins - to Fix the Image in Memory. San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 2018, p.
237.
1

1

learned English. Enrollment in elementary drawing classes fostered an early appreciation for the
arts, and eventually motivated Celmins to pursue an undergraduate degree in art from the nearby
John Herron Institute of Art.
After receiving her undergraduate degree, Vija Celmins enrolled in the graduate program
at the University of California, Los Angeles. Attracted by a sense of freedom from the prescribed
methods of making, viewing, and selling art, postwar L.A. encountered a steady stream of
immigrants and outsiders who forged their own paths as artists, and consequently, established
2

multidisciplinary practices that elevated the city to a successfully functioning art scene. Artists’
commitment to Los Angeles strengthened the city’s art scene and, by the time Celmins arrived in
1962, the city manifested its own “cool” visual identity.
California’s favorable climate and laid-back attitude generated a cool ethos that attracted
Europeans fleeing from the anxieties and atrocities of war. Newcomers, both domestic and from
abroad, brought with them fresh perspectives to contribute to the incipient intellectual
3

renaissance and were responsible for a doubling of the Los Angeles population. The geographic
location of Los Angeles was a contributing element to what art critic Peter Plagens defines as the
4

L.A. Look. New industrial technologies, car and surf culture, and the sunset inspired palette
generated a geographic caricature specific to the region; however, Celmins neither adopted the
popular candy-color scheme nor synthetic materials. Instead, she was motivated by the dazzling

2

Drohojowska-Philp, Hunter. Rebels In Paradise: the Los Angeles Art Scene and the 1960s. A John Macrae
Book/Henry Holt and Company, 2012, p. xxiv.
3
Armstrong, Elizabeth, Boyd, Michael, Brouwer, Anna, Trent, Mary, and Orange County Museum of Art. Birth of
the Cool : California Art, Design, and Culture at Midcentury. Newport Beach : Munich ; New York: Orange County
Museum of Art ; Prestel Art, 2007, p. 195.
4
Coined by Peter Plagens, the L.A. Look was a broad aesthetic term employed when referring to the freedom and
variety of practices in Los Angeles rendering it difficult to differentiate styles. Peabody, Rebecca., Bradnock, Lucy,
J. Paul Getty Museum, Martin-Gropius-Bau, and Pacific Standard Time. Pacific Standard Time : Los Angeles Art,
1945-1980. Los Angeles: Getty Research Institute and the J. Paul Getty Museum, 2011, p. 128.
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California sun with its shifting optical effects when contemplating her early arranged still lifes
5

within her light-infused Venice studio. These 1964 compositions concentrated on singular
quotidien objects upon ambiguously vacant backgrounds. Eventually exhausting her practice in
oil paint around 1968, Celmins shifted from rendering accessible objects to simulating printed
source images. The new reproduced subject matter sparked a decade-long dedication to studying
the properties of graphite. While gaining an intimate understanding of graphite in 1968, Vija
Celmins introduced a new photographic subject matter depicting one of L.A.’s adjacent natural
landscapes – the ocean.
The Venice Beach pier allowed the young Celmins to photograph ocean waves at a near
45 degree angle while cropping the composition to exclude any notion of a horizon. With the
1969 moon landing and the introduction of a new space program in Pasadena, Celmins again
experimented with new subject matter and employed the same compositional measures evident
in her seascapes. Incorporating the lunar surface into her practice quickly led to the introduction
of a similar yet more accessible desert landscape. By the mid 1970s, Celmins’ repertoire
exclusively consisted of these landscape depictions.
Celmins’ muted picture planes of landscapes share a consistent lighting, lack a focal
6

point, and administer a uniform treatment of surface. The placelessness of her seascapes, and
her later desertscapes and starfields, avoids any geographical reference with impassive titles such
as Untitled Ocean, thereby omitting any biographical or sentimental reference upon these works.
These images of oceans and deserts were mundane subjects; however, Celmins generates a great
distance between the physicality of the commonplace California landscape and the unique
5

Celmins lived in an apartment in Beverly Hills in 1962 then moved to Venice where she lived for thirteen years.
She spends her last six years on the West Coast in Big Sur.
6
Whiting, Pop L.A.: Art and the City in the 1960s, p. 52.

3

composition of her rendered image that amplifies the initial photographic process. Beginning
with photographic images of the Pacific Ocean and California deserts, Vija Celmins continued
experimenting with source images eventually expanding her oeuvre to scenes of deep space.
Distancing both herself and the viewer from the physical landscape that typified her
geographical homestead, she essentially constructs an abstracted area. While it is true that
Celmins’ landscapes do not exude blatant imagery of surf culture, Hollywood glamor, or other
tokens of L.A. living, her early object-based work incorporated elements representative of
popular tropes such as the sprawling freeway and aerospace imaging technology. As the 1960s
progressed, she maintained her dedication to representation; however, by subverting traditional
structural principles and adopting photography in her artistic process, Vija Celmins subtly
abstracted space which directly affected the distance or intimacy required during the viewing
experience.
Fitting Vija Celmins into Los Angeles art history is uncomfortable and unsatisfying. An
early critical analysis of Celmins is an essay entitled, “Pop Art in California” by Nancy Marmer
included in Lucy Lippard’s seminal 1966 book, Pop Art. Marmer outlines the criteria she
considered relevant to Pop, and situates Celmins on the outskirts of the movement – the closest
categorization of the artist’s work to any particular movement throughout her career. In fact,
Celmins shares similarities to several art practices founded in Los Angeles; however, her
attraction to the photographic image is ironically most similar to the phenomenological approach
of the Light and Space artists who departed from the notion of object-based art.
Living in New York for the majority of her life resulted in limited literature dedicated to
Celmins' California career. Franklin Sirmans’ small catalogue, Vija Celmins: Television and

4

Disaster, 1964-1966 provides an overview of Celmins' early work as a graduate student at
UCLA. Citing the Los Angeles Pop art scene, the televised Vietnam War, and racial tensions
during this three-year period, Sirmans lays a foundation for a deeper analysis of the cultural
atmosphere that shaped these formative years of Celmins' career. More recent literature on the
artist includes her 2018 retrospective catalogue, Vija Celmins: To Fix the Image in Memory
which includes a chapter by Russell Ferguson entitled “The Image Found Me: Vija Celmins in
Los Angeles.” Interviews with Chuck Close and Phong Bui of the Brooklyn Rail also provide
valuable insights on Celmins' firsthand experiences in California.
Literature focusing on postwar California provides the contextual history necessary to
understand Celmins’ artistic growth on the West Coast. Cécile Whiting’s book, Pop L.A.: Art
and the City in the 1960s discusses distance in relation to the California landscape referencing
Celmins' own interpreted landscapes that refocus the spatial distance between viewer and
artwork. Other sources describing Celmins within the larger L.A. framework include Peter
Plagens’ Sunshine Muse: Art on the West Coast, 1945-1970, William Hackman’s Out of Sight:
The Los Angeles Art Scene of the Sixties, and Michael Fallon’s Creating the Future: Art and Los
Angeles in the 1970s. While these resources sketch a socio-cultural history of post-war
California, they all credit the surrounding physical landscape for Celmins’ optically and spatially
stimulating compositions.
Beginning with Vija Celmins’ first four years out of graduate school, Chapter One
contextualizes the Los Angeles art scene by establishing the factors that shaped this new art
center where Vija Celmins thrived during the 1960s. With the rise of galleries and museums,
Celmins had access to seminal exhibitions in 1962-63 by artists such as Andy Warhol, Marcel

5

Duchamp, and group shows such as The New Painting of Common Objects. These exhibitions
helped shape the way in which the young Celmins perceived the world around her. Both the
revival of surreal and dada principles and the return to the object in painting is evident in
Celmins’ graduate output. Additionally, the appropriation of media-reported disaster–present in
many Warhol series–found its way into Celmins’ imagery and perhaps served as a cathartic
outlet to overcome her own past trauma. With each progression in Celmins’ work from 1964-68,
traces of contemporaneous trends are palpable. Although the artist did not concentrate on
landscapes during this time, it was an important period for Celmins to cope with her past while
continuing onward to fulfill the California dream.
Chapter Two focuses on the pluralist approach of the 1970s whereby Celmins witnessed
alternative methods that embodied new perceptions of the Southern California landscape. As a
professor at the University of California, Irvine, Celmins was surrounded by a new creative
energy that prompted a reevaluation of traditional practices. Fellow faculty members and close
friends explored the possibilities of plurality that ultimately affected Vija Celmins’ relationship
between her work and the viewer. While she remained rooted in representation, her landscapes
exhibit a shift in sensory equilibrium informed by her friends considered Light and Space artists.
The pluralist vision of the 1970s may have not persuaded Celmins to deviate from her two
dimensional graphite drawings; however, she employs a phenomenological approach whereby
she engages the viewer’s optical and spatial relationship to the work.
Lastly, Chapter Three analyzes the genre of landscape painting specifically on the West
Coast and how that history contrasts Celmins’ own process. Rocky Mountain School paintings
and f/64 group photographs provide a visual lineage of the Western frontier landscape of which

6

Celmins is a part. The experimental images by photographers such as Ansel Adams provide the
same altered perspective and distorted scale familiar in Celmins’ landscapes. Through the lense
of Walter Benjamin’s 1935 essay, The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction, both
f/64 artists and Vija Celmins benefit from the intensified vision of the image to access
inaccessible lands or capture a brief moment of placidity. With access to better photographs of
deep space,–and concurrent with her move to New York in 1981–Celmins’ starfields mature into
abstracted planes of space.
Once Celmins transformed her method of looking, her resulting landscapes somehow
both literally and imaginatively illustrate a liminal space that adeptly characterizes her California
career. Celmins segregated herself from her contemporaries who were employing experimental
materials such as plastic, and polyester resin, yet she shares a similar implementation of space,
7

perception, and surface. Through an intimate employment and understanding of the materiality
of her work, Vija Celmins distances herself from her past in order to locate this liminal landscape
somewhere between distance and intimacy.

7

Light and Space artists were especially keen on employing translucent/transparent materials due to several benefits:
“permanence (indoors), an aura of difficulty and technical expertise, and a preciousness (when polished) rivaling
bronze or marble.” Plagens, p. 120.

7

Chapter 1: The California Dream
As few as ten years ago southern California was an intellectual
desert. No institution in Los Angeles had enough insight,
determination or vitality to bring to bear the kind of pressure
needed to create an environment in which art could flourish as a
living and vital entity. Given this background, the blossoming of the
Los Angeles area as a center of modern art during the past decade
8
seems nothing short of miraculous.
In this 1967 article entitled “Art Blooms,” art critic John Coplans utilizes the
uninhabitable desert imagery of Southern California to allegorize the region as a cultural
wasteland from which, by some miracle, art not only blossomed, but thrived. Coplans describes
the decade prior to Los Angeles’ burgeoning as a bleak period culturally. Art in L.A. was mainly
out of the public eye and held in private collections; however, toward the late 1950s and
throughout the 1960s, the city gradually transformed into the art capital of the West Coast. A
steady surge in population throughout the somber wartime era contributed to the city’s newfound
cultural prosperity. The seemingly utopian atmosphere of the West Coast was attractive to those
looking to escape the trauma and anxiety experienced both domestically and abroad. Arriving to
the city in 1962, Celmins’ spent her first several years finally grappling with her own grim past
before she, too, could bloom in this culturally rejuvenated metropolis.
The sunny climate, suburban housing, new job sectors, and general “spirit of optimism”
were factors that shaped Angeleno art during this cultural awakening. Channeling California’s
cool ethos, the resulting artistic approaches including Hard-Edge, Finish Fetish, and Pop shared
common methods which would become representative of the L.A. Look–the common thread
among the city’s broad range of styles. During Vija Celmins’ nineteen year residence in

8

Coplans, John "Art Blooms," Vogue, November 1, 1967, pp. 184-233.

8

California, she incorporated common imagery, an attention to surface, and a mechanical
application in her spatial examination. While her mature landscapes are not identifiable as
California, her process is nevertheless a product of this Los Angeles renaissance.
Before Celmins moved to Los Angeles, several factors contributed to the palpable shift in
values from the once conservative city into an outlet of unconventional creativity. The formation
of an active gallery network, museum promotion of contemporary exhibitions, and art coverage
in the media compounded what was described as “100 suburbs in search of a city” into a thriving
9

artistic community. With a sprawling highway system and an end to building height restrictions,
more spaces became available to create, exhibit, and sell art.

10

A crop of modern and contemporary galleries in the beginning of the 1960s established
an artistic presence along La Cienega Boulevard. During her nineteen years in L.A., Vija
Celmins had several solo exhibitions on La Cienega with David Stuart Galleries (formerly of
11

Primus-Stuart) in 1966 and Mizuno Gallery in 1969 and 1973. Other galleries such as Ferus,
Ankrum, Felix Landau, Primus-Stuart, Esther Robles, and Paul Rivas lined the boulevard and
hosted “Monday evening promenades” whereby gallery hours were extended to the public until
12

10:00 P.M. This free activity was not only popular, but ultimately increased exposure to
contemporary Californian artists among the community.

9

Whiting, p. 5.
Restrictions on building height were rescinded in 1956 within Los Angeles. Whiting, p. 12.
11
Celmins also had a solo exhibition of lithographs at Broxton Gallery, Larry Gagosian’s first attempt at a gallery,
which opened in 1976 in Broxton before moving to La Cienega Boulevard the following year. Muchnic, Suzanne.
“Art Smart: Larry Gagosian Was Regarded as an Arriviste in the Gallery World of New York. Now, He Has
Returned to Open a Gallery in Beverly Hills. And Still His Critics Ask: 'How Did He Do That?'.” The Los Angeles
Times, 15 Oct. 1995.
12
Whiting, p. 6.
10

9

With the increasing success of art galleries began a significant transition from the artwork
hidden from view in private collections to an influx of public exhibitions in both galleries and
museums. Within the city center, the Los Angeles Museum of History, Science, and Art
expanded from its Exposition Park location to establish a new facility on Wilshire Boulevard
dedicated solely to art. Opened in 1961, the new LACMA joined the Pasadena Museum of Art in
functioning as a bridge between the avant-garde production of Californian artists and the largely
culturally-unexposed public.
A succession of noteworthy exhibitions on view in the late 1950s and early 1960s made
waves in the Los Angeles artistic community: Four Abstract Classicists at LACMA (1959)
sparked interest in local contemporary artists inspired by the regional climate and landscape;
Andy Warhol: Campbell Soup Cans at Ferus (1962) introduced innovative modes of art
production in Los Angeles by exposing a new style by an emerging New York artist; The New
Painting of Common Objects at the Pasadena Art Museum (1962) highlighted the return to
figuration in painting; and the retrospective, Marcel Duchamp, a lso at the Pasadena Art Museum
(1963), praised the modern European master for Dada and Surreal contributions. These
exhibitions broadened the visual context in which Angeleno artists consumed, digested, and
repurposed what would be considered California’s own cool aesthetic.
While publications such as Artforum promoted Los Angeles art, it was often challenging
to sort artists into neat categories. As a result, Angeleno artists, including Celmins, were often
“exceedingly difficult to categorize… within the established terms of the discourse” which
13

resulted in “an almost unconscious internalization of the values of New York modernism…” In

13

Peabody, p. 1.

10

order to comprehend the broad scope of styles and the oftentimes nebulous delineations among
the various approaches to art production in Southern California, a brief timeline of the rise L.A.
art scene is essential.
The seminal exhibition of modern West Coast art was the 1959 show Four Abstract
Classicists, which traveled from the San Francisco Museum of Art to the Los Angeles County
Museum of Art. P
 eter Plagens suggests that this new aesthetic arose directly from the region’s
14

natural landscape inspired by the “desert air, youthful cleanliness, [and] spatial expanse.” The
formulated, often geometric compositions of this Abstract Classicism was also a direct response
to the “raw emotion, energy, and alleged spontaneity” exalted in New York Abstract
15

Expressionism. Four Abstract Classicists, organized by critic Jules Langsner, was the first
international viewing of California art as defined by the four artists represented: Lorser Feitelson,
John McLaughlin, Frederick Hammersley, and Karl Benjamin. A revised version of this exhibit
was renamed "West Coast Hard-Edge" and later traveled to the Institute of Contemporary Art in
London (March 1960, curated by Lawrence Alloway) and Queen's University in Belfast,
Northern Ireland.
In the accompanying exhibition catalogue, Langsner coined this new style as “hard-edged
painting,” a term he defined as such: “Forms are finite, flat, rimmed by a hard, clean edge. These
forms are not intended to evoke in the spectator any recollections of specific shapes he may have
16

encountered in some other connection." This characterization of form in Langsner’s
oxymoronic exhibition title as a direct contrast to Abstract Expressionism by withholding the
romantic gestures and sublime notions while emphasizing clean shapes and flat colors with no
14

Plagens, p. 119.
Peabody, p. 36.
16
Langsner, Jules. Four Abstract Classicists: March 4-April 24, 1993. San Francisco, CA: Modernism, n.p.
15

11

evidence of the human hand. The Hard-Edge school of painting valued systematic geometric
abstraction, yet it was both light and surface that truly embodied the characteristics of the
Southern California landscape, the ultimate muse of cool.
While Hard-Edge paintings demonstrated a flatness of surface, the opposite is true of
what would be known as the “Finish Fetish” approach. Beginning around 1965, Finish Fetish
17

arose when artists adopted new materials whose surfaces exhibited optical effects. Contributing
to California’s cool ethos, the term Finish Fetish was coined by John Coplans who described this
material advancement through: “the use of shiny, bright, new materials and clean surfaces.”

18

Informed by the mutability of the California sunlight, artists employed these new manufactured
materials as a means to explore the variety of optical light effects upon reflective surfaces.
There are several overlaps in the classification of styles during the 1960s in L.A due to an
absence of rigid boundaries, unifying tenets, or written manifestos. Rather, a loose grouping of
artists and attitudes resulted in a lack of “critical distinctions between styles… [that] did not ring
as true in California as they did in New York: in their East Coast expressions, these styles were
regarded as polar opposites, while on the West Coast they seemed to be expression along a
19

continuum.” The elasticity of Pop art in L.A. allowed for diverse interpretations of America’s
western frontier; however, it was Los Angeles’ reputation as the “mecca of popular culture” that
20

provided the necessary environment for Pop to flourish.

17

Whiting, pp. 57-58.
Peabody, pp. 125-6.
19
Peabody, p. 128.
20
The discussion around Pop varies with each source, so for the sake of continuity, the confines of Pop will be
defined through Lucy Lippard’s Pop with contributions from Lawrence Alloway, Nancy Marmer, and Nicolas
Calas. In this historical narrative, Pop originated first in England and independently reborn in New York.
California’s adoption of Pop is less clear so is characterized as either an offshoot of Pop in New York, or a
collective national departure from Abstract Expressionism.
18
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The debut of Pop in California is linked to the foundation of the Ferus gallery in 1957 by
Edward Kienholz, Walter Hopps, and Irving Blum. In its first years, Ferus exhibited Bay Area
artists with their version of abstract expressionism; however, Walter Hopps played an important
21

role in transitioning the gallery’s emphasis from Northern to Southern California. While Ferus
presented Angeleno artists in its early years, the gallery altered its trajectory by introducing the
22

city to Pop.

Pop in Los Angeles, much like the physical structure of the city, was widespread with a
loosely connected network. From 1959-61, Ferus added young L.A. artists in an effort to
revitalize its own roster while also promoting this new Pop phenomenon.23 Consumer motifs
appear in the paintings as a means of exploring new modes of materiality prevalent in the new
24

climate of industrialization and commodification. Ferus’ success exhibiting this new crop of
young artists was a logical development because its founders were already invested in the
proto-Pop movement. Edward Kienholz’s assemblages shared elements of Pop with the
implementation of found objects and pop culture references while Walter Hopps’ interest in
25

Dada and Surreal art paved the way for lighthearted and nontraditional methods of art making.

The wide array of Pop-affiliated practices among the Ferus artists contributed to a unifying cool
undercurrent, thereby crediting Ferus as the leading exhibitor of West Coast Pop in the early
1960s.

21

Peabody, p. 100.
Whiting, p. 3.
23
Newcomers such as Ed Ruscha, Larry Bell, Bruce Conner, Joe Goode, and Kenneth Price made up the all-male
roster deemed the “Ferus Studs.” While most of these artists transitioned from early attempts at an expressionistic
painting practice, all except for Larry Bell, are discussed in Lucy Lippard’s Pop Art.
24
Lippard notes that Pop was often confused with assemblage, a secondary phenomena in which Bruce Conner is
more accurately aligned. Lippard, p. 72.
25
Schwartz, Alexandra. “‘Second City’: Ed Ruscha and the Reception of Los Angeles Pop.” October, vol. 111,
2005, p. 25.
22
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In July of 1962 Ferus Gallery exhibited Andy Warhol: Campbell Soup Cans, which not
only catapulted Warhol’s career, but also introduced the West Coast to the quintessence of this
26

newly realized American Pop. The art community did not unanimously embrace Warhol’s
commercial seriality as evidenced by a pyramidal display of Campbell’s soup cans assembled in
the window of David Stuart Gallery with a sign that cheekily read, “Get the real thing for only 29
27

cents a can.” While Warhol’s Pop debut was a response to his Abstract Expressionist
predecessors, the artist himself became the antithesis of the tortured hyper-masculine artist of the
28

generation prior. Regularly sporting sunglasses and a wig, Warhol crafted his image as aloof
and unorthodox; however, these self-prescribed characteristics spoke to the superficiality which
Pop was ultimately aiming to analyze.
On the occasion of the Metropolitan Museum of Art’s 2012 exhibition, Regarding
Warhol: Sixty Artists Fifty Years, Vija Celmins discussed the Pop icon’s impact on the L.A. art
scene in the accompanying catalogue. She attested to a palpable change in Los Angeles after
29

Warhol’s Ferus Gallery premier, after which he subsequently “exploded like a bomb.” Celmins
did not particularly care for this new direction of painting; therefore, the differences between
Celmins and Warhol are more apparent than their similarities.
Warhol epitomized American consumer culture with his reproducible silkscreens,
whereas Celmins described herself as a “paint lover” with “one foot in European painting and

26

In an interview with Jim Edwards, Walter Hopps discusses a 1960 studio visit to Warhol’s Lexington Ave. studio:
“I was just blown away by the art on view–I really had never seen anything like it… I hadn’t seen anything
specifically called ‘Pop Art’ before visiting Warhol’s studio. That type of work wouldn’t even acquire a name in
America until 1962. The name ‘Pop’ really comes out of England, from the writings of Lawrence Alloway [the
British Pop Art theorist and critic who became a curator at the Guggenheim Museum, New York.]” Brauer, David E.
Pop Art: U.S./U.K. Connections, 1956-1966. The Menil Collection in Assoc. with Hatje Cantz Publ., 2001, p. 43.
27
Drohojowska-Philp, p. 2.
28
Ferguson, p. 58.
29
Rosenthal, Mark. Regarding Warhol: Sixty Artists, Fifty Years. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2012, p. 154.
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30

one foot in American painting.” Time Magazine Cover, 1 965 (Figure 1), in addition to her other
paintings depicting World War II bomber planes, zeppelins, and nuclear explosions, were
“redescriptions” of book clippings Celmins collected. Sourced in a similar manner as Warhol and
many other Pop-affiliated artists at the time including James Rosenquist, Roy Lichtenstein, Ed
Ruscha, and Gerhard Richter, Time Magazine Cover w
 as included in the Metropolitan’s
exhibition featuring sixty artists who reinterpreted, reacted, or responded to Andy Warhol. This
particular painting transpired after Celmins witnessed the fires ignited during the Watts riots in
1965. Shortly thereafter she purchased the latest copy of Time magazine as her newest source
image, and engaged in a commentary of the tumultuous events, thereby departing from the
comfort of her acquired photo clippings and studio objects.
When discussing Time Magazine Cover, Ferguson suggests “Perhaps, in a segregated Los
Angeles, for Celmins to paint the rioting filtered through media coverage was the most honest
31

way for her to represent it.” The chaotic imagery in the tri-tiered magazine cover is reminiscent
of Celmins’ World War II compositions due to the scenes depicting burning fires, an overturned
car, and frantically fleeing participants. The artist stated, “I actually felt that subject matter was
too much for the painting to hold. I decided that I would spread out the image on the surface
32

where it really belonged.” The cumbersome imagery of this painting prompted the artist’s
departure from depicting common objects which then initiated the redistribution of subject
matter upon the picture plane. Celmins eliminates the formal identifiable object with the
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inception of her landscapes which evenly spreads the image across the canvas surface with no
hints of beginning or end.
With the dismissal of traditional European academicism and technique in favor of a
regional adaptation of Pop’s commercial style laden with logos, advertisements, and comics
flourishing in England and New York, Los Angeles had its own hot-rod culture that instilled
“decorative paint techniques” and “high-polish craftsmanship” in addition to the implementation
33

of “kandy-kolors.” In 1962, Walter Hopps–who had moved from being Ferus’ director to
become the newly appointed director of the Pasadena Art Museum–coordinated the first
34

American survey of Pop with the exhibition The New Painting of Common Objects. Joe Goode
recalled Hopps’ avoidance of the term “Pop” and claimed he would not have participated if it
35

weren’t for the exhibition title’s terminological nicety. The imagery depicted, as the exhibition
title suggests, consisted of common consumer goods such as milk bottles (Goode), hairspray
(Lichtenstein), hot dogs (Thiebaud), Spam (Ruscha) and of course, soup cans (Warhol) to name a
few.36 Critical acclaim aside, it was this reemergence of the still life into the popular visual
culture that impacted Vija Celmins the same year in which she moved to L.A. to begin her
graduate education.
In 1964 while Celmins was in the midst of her graduate program, Artforum p ublished an
article entitled “The Cool School,” in which Philip Leider claims that the Los Angeles
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37

avant-garde was arguably the most interesting art being produced in the country at that time. He
discussed the tenets of this loosely bound group as characterized by:
...a hatred of the superfluous, a drive toward compression, a
precision of execution which extends to the production of any
trifle, an impeccability of surface, and, still in reaction, a new
distance between artist and work of art, between artist and viewer,
achieved by jocularity, parody, the inclusion of irreverent touches
and symbols, or, above all, by the precise, enclosed nature of the
38
work of art itself…
With this shared California identity, artists in this unofficial “Cool School” achieved a regional
coolness defined by a simple elegance through semi-technological and industrial materials such
as plastic and polyester resin–materials whose properties warranted a technical expertise in order
39

to generate the desired finish. Many of these artists initially experimented with Abstract
Expressionism. One of whom, Ed Ruscha, altered his painting style after encountering a small
reproduction of Jasper Johns’ Target with Four Faces ( 1955) featured in a 1957 issue of Print
40

magazine. The easily recognizable symbol, in addition to the bold forms of color, were aspects
of Johns’ work that Ruscha implemented within his own paintings such as Large Trademark with
Eight Spotlights, 1962 (Figure 2). The 20th Century Fox trademark acts as a symbol for movie
production specifically relevant to the Los Angeles film industry. Spanning eleven feet wide, the
canvas also evokes billboard advertising while implementing the hard-edge style to his
typographic forms. While Ed Ruscha epitomized the L.A. Look before Vija Celmins even arrived
in California, her mature work met almost all of Leider’s criteria through her meticulous process,
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impeccable surface, new spatial relationship with the viewer, but she eliminated any notions of
jocularity and parody after abandoning the still life subject.
When “The Cool School” article was released, Celmins acknowledged that “the future of
painting” began to deviate from tradition whereby the artist “...saw the possibility of using
existing imagery–photographs, clippings from newspapers and magazines–as her starting point
41

and of depicting the common, mass-produced appliances that furnished her studio.” With the
proliferation of depictions of common everyday consumer products, Vija Celmins adopted a
deadpan style of painting objects during her enrollment in the University of California, Los
Angeles. In an interview with Chuck Close, Celmins recalls a reexamination of painting after her
unsuccessful early attempts at abstraction. Through the study of simple objects, Celmins probed
for a new means of authenticity via painting. She enrolled in an ideal graduate program that
catered to the traditional foundations of art. UCLA equipped its students with a formal education
consisting of anatomy, ample studio time, and art history courses ranging from antiquity to
modernity.

42

Informed by the popular resurgence of still life depiction, Celmins studied form through
direct observation of the objects physically closest to her–the household items within her studio.
When describing this practice, Celmins frankly states, “There's the surface, there’s me, there’s
43

my hand, there’s my eye, I paint. I don’t embellish anymore, I don’t compose.” These early still
life examinations began with a classically Dutch handling of an arranged subject matter,
realistically portraying plates of fish, meat, and fruit, and quickly evolved into depictions of
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44

modern domestic appliances such as a hot plate, fan, lamp, and heater. Heater, 1964 (Figure 3),
along with these other modern still lifes, focuses on a singular object in a vacant space painted in
grisaille. This voidlike setting illustrates the beginning of Celmins’ rethinking of three
dimensionality in favor of a conceptual approach to spatial representation.
There is a tender treatment of paint in the rendered shades of gray that surrounds the
central electrical element of the device that radiates heat through Celmins’ selective use of
glowing orange hues. Still, the subtle colors of her graduate school era paintings are rendered
dull in comparison to the intense color utilized by her contemporaries from both New York
artists such as Warhol, Rosenquist, and Lichtenstein, and Los Angeles artists like Ruscha and
45

Bengston. C
 elmins uses gray as a reminder of her childhood spent in the “gray land” of Latvia
46

where soot, trains, and bombs darkened the landscape. Like her tumultuous upbringing,
Celmins’ treatment of the object is somber in its placelessness and lack of color, yet it excites the
viewer with the element of danger imposed by the increasing heat of this unattended heater.
There is a dynamism at play between binaries in these early still lifes–between warm and cool,
calm and danger, traditional and modern, past and present–that keeps the viewer engaged and
slightly off-balance.
While her early subject matter was limited to objects in her studio, it is important to note
that Celmins did not invite the viewer into her studio space with her. When discussing her studio
practice she confessed, “I'm a very studio-oriented artist, which I think a lot of artists are not
47

anymore… I get so attached to a certain light and space, where I feel safe to make my fiction.”
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Similar to the Hard-Edge painting process, Celmins’ attention to light and space are very much
linked to the California landscape; however, the artist’s vision is still colored by the gray palette
of the Latvian landscape and not the candy colors of the L.A. sky. As a means of creating an
authentic space within her paintings, she makes calculated decisions to minimize the figurative
content to a single object. Celmins also strives to harness authentic lighting through a limited
color palette and great attention to the natural light of her studio.
Celmins’ hermetic studio production of still life objects during her early career in Los
Angeles is indebted to the work of the Italian artist Giorgio Morandi who also arranged still lifes
within the interior confines of his studio (Figure 4). While both artists rendered their shapes
delicately and with a chalky color palette, Morandi grounded his objects in reality by simply
including the horizon delineating the table as foreground and the wall as background. His
groupings of bottles, vases, and boxes huddle together in space, and through these simple
arrangements, Morandi’s compositional decisions are apparent. The artist is present in his
conscious placement of objects through a simplification of form and reduction of details that are
united by the subdued color palette. The viewer–recognizing this compositional
arrangement–can locate oneself within the picture plane facing the table in front of a bare wall.
This contained environment is simple in its palette and surfaces, and it is clearly an interior.
Celmins’ similarly grounded still lifes include her 1964 paintings such as Lamp and Hot
Plate; however, she eliminated any recognizable setting with Heater, Pan, a nd TV of the same
year. Celmins’ untethered objects command the same amount of attention to surface as
Morandi’s objects. These rendered objects must exist on some plane; however, Celmins reveals
no clues with her seamless gray background. Heater, Pan, a nd TV demonstrate a shift from the
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simple Morandi-esque environment toward an unidentifiable and inaccessible gray void–a
vacuumlike setting which Celmins later incorporated into her landscapes. When discussing
Celmins’ indebtedness to Morandi, curator Samantha Rippner notes, “Like Morandi, Celmins
succeeds, through a mastery of mark and process, in creating not only a richly patterned surface
48

but also a still, hermetic space that fixes our gaze.” It is this classical dedication to mark and
process that distanced Celmins from the Southern California art community striving for
innovation.
In a pivotal step of her artistic process, Vija Celmins introduced the found image to her
practice. With some aid from her fellow students during studio critiques, the young artist realized
it was necessary to develop new subject matter that did not derive directly from the familiar
49

objects she observed. Instead of painting from direct observation of a three dimensional object,
Celmins introduced images borrowed from magazines, books, and snapshots that were already
compressed into two dimensionality. These flat objects became her new subjects and not the
reproduced images which they depicted. She presented this new body of work in her M.F.A.
thesis show that clearly demonstrated the selected source imagery as its own study of mass
within space. Gravitating to heated images of violence, Celmins illustrated fighter jets, atomic
explosions, and fired guns executed with the same cool grisaille and trompe l’oeil t echniques as
her quotidian objects.
In her drawing, Bikini, 1968 (Figure 5), Celmins referenced a photograph of a mushroom
cloud and transferred the clipping on a similarly vacant gray background as Heater; however, the
rendered shadow reveals a dimensionality of this flat image upon the solid yet blank surface.
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Grappling with the tumultuous events of her childhood in wartorn Latvia, Celmins’ fascination
with images of disaster, such as her still lifes, was similarly depicted with non-painterly
photo-realism. Bikini could easily be misconstrued as a collage due to the attentiveness to detail
when rendering the crisp fold and jagged edge of this torn clipping that appears as if it could
have been pasted upon a gray backboard. The translated image presents a violent nuclear
explosion, one which constituted the evacuation of this small Micronesian island and
subsequently rendered it uninhabitable due to the toxic radiation contamination. The drawing is
restricted to the gray hues of graphite pencils not only to elicit the ashen island, but also to
reference the black and white photographic source image. Similar to the contradictory nature of
an image as object, Bikini Atoll was leveled into flattened space. The product of the Cold War
arms race, this devastated environment was hauntingly prescient during the growing tensions of
50

the Vietnam era. The illusionism creates similar visual tension when determining the material
employed as Vija Celmins continued to explore the properties of graphite in her series of
landscapes.
Both Celmins’ still lifes and disaster images are the series that are most often associated
with the Pop art movement as referenced in Lucy Lippard’s keystone book, Pop Art. Consumer
goods, cultural icons, and popular imagery were prevalent subject matter in Pop artworks.
Celmins’ disaster series translated from source images also aligned with a similar Pop trope of
war developed in works by Andy Warhol, James Rosenquist, and Roy Lichtenstein who depicted
images of guns, race riots, mushroom clouds, and fighter jets. Both subject matter and reliance
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on the found image linked Vija Celmins’ early work within the larger art historical narrative of
California Pop.

51

With the palpable differences in Pop application on the coasts, Lucy Lippard
commissioned Nancy Marmer to write a chapter on Pop Art in California. Marmer, when
discussing the bicoastal nature of American Pop, claims that Pop was the transitional period on
the West Coast between the derivative interpretation of Abstract Expressionism and the future
production of a new art separate from New York where there was “an already active, various,
52

and partially hostile avant-garde.” This bicoastal analysis conformed to both art scenes’
stereotypes. In her essay, “Pop Art in California,” Marmer outlines the Pop paradigm with a
commentary of sociological and commercial trends, a Dadaistic anti-aestheticism, and a mystical
Surrealism among other criteria. When specifically analyzing the work of Vija Celmins within
the context of California Pop, Marmer considers the artist on the periphery mainly due to
Celmins’ lack of aesthetic commonalities in addition to the measures taken to distance herself
53

from preceding artists. To establish Celmins’ own loose attribution to Pop, Marmer does, in
fact, clarify the oftentimes vague allocation of artists within the movement when she notes:
“...there has also existed in California an idiosyncratic welding of sub-cultures and a body of
small but curiously prophetic art, whose influence, if not always direct, is at least in an askew
54

relation to contemporary Pop Art.” With this amalgamated brand of Pop on the West Coast,
founding tenets become obfuscated.
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The artists Marmer claims are at the center of West Coast Pop are Billy Al Bengston, Ed
Ruscha, Joe Goode, Wayne Thiebaud, and Mel Ramos. Among these all male artists, the singular
commodified object is at the forefront from Bengston’s depiction of hotrods to Thiebaud’s
countertops of desserts. Among these five artists, Ed Ruscha received the most recognition for
his acute depictions of L.A. subject matter. With the implementation of text reminiscent of
advertisements and smoggy sunset backdrops, Ruscha depicts the 20th Century Fox logo,
silhouetted Hollywood sign, gas stations, and even a burning LACMA compound. Marmer
locates Ruscha as “closer to ‘pure’ Pop than any of the artists working in the style on the West
Coast…” however, unlike Celmins, his work, “shows little or no interest in the deadpan
reproduction of a ready-made image, preferring instead to invent his own ironic commercial
iconography.”

55

It is clear that social commentary is an important aspect of the “pure” Pop artist

which is why Celmins early works are the most associated with the style. Both Celmins’ still
lifes and disaster images were not intended to convey social undertones as demonstrated in
Ruscha’s paintings. Rather, she strives for deadpan renderings in order to analyze an image’s
simulacrum in relation to the viewer’s perceptual and spatial engagement.
Discussing Vija Celmins’ early still lifes, Marmer wrote, “The isolation of object against
empty background makes for comedy, in this instance, rather than Surrealist effects; most are
56

warmly domestic pictures, and even the pistol has a fireside cosiness about it.” The isolated
object upon an empty background certainly aligned with Pop’s depictions of object-based subject
matter; however, Marmer’s association of Celmins to Pop through “comedy” may be more
accurately classified as “irony.” For example, Celmins’ foreboding electrical objects and
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blatantly dangerous firearms aligned closer to the often ironic subtext presented in Surrealism–a
movement Marmer, herself, incorporates with the canon of Pop when she states, “There is a
notably Surrealist cast deriving not from the irrationality of juxtaposition, but from the common
object isolated, uprooted, placed in an undefined or vacant space, a hostage to commercial
57

fortune.” Marmer’s connection between Surrealism and Pop was not unfounded; however, she
fails to acknowledge Celmins’ subtle integration of Surreal ideals which would bolster her claim
that Celmins is in fact loosely affiliated with Pop.
Surrealism first infiltrated Hollywood in the 1940s when Salvador Dalí collaborated with
both Alfred Hitchcock and Walt Disney. A Surrealist “stylistic lineage” evolved within Southern
58

California art circles beginning in the 1950s with the production of assemblage sculpture.

Subsequently, a Dadaist revival occurred during the late 1950s in direct opposition to Abstract
59

Expressionism because irony was the enemy of the sublime. During her first year in California,
Celmins attended the Duchamp retrospective exhibited at the Pasadena Art Museum which she
60

admittedly did not fully understand at the time. In hindsight, Celmins discussed the Dadaist’s
impact upon current art production: “[Duchamp] was not a great painter, but was a wonderful
thinker about art. He really opened up the new century to artists who would have never gone in
that direction.” It is true that Duchamp revolutionized the modes in which artists thought about
art, especially during this Californian renaissance; however, Duchamp did not impact Celmins’
own perceptions about art–she retained her traditional media and figurative subjects throughout
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her career. Instead, it was artist Robert Irwin who later influenced Vija Celmins the most by
bestowing a new mode of looking.
Before Vija Celmins completely abandoned the object as subject matter, she explored yet
another new medium: sculpture. Throughout Celmins’ entire oeuvre, her three-dimensional
forms are the most personal. The few sculptures produced in the 1960s can be characterized into
two groups: childhood commodities and war-inspired toys. Celmins commented on the nostalgia
of her youth in the following passage:
I missed my childhood…. When I finally left my family and moved
to Los Angeles to go to graduate school, I spent years working out
my longing for that lost childhood. Because the first ten years of my
life had been so dominated by the war in Europe, I found myself
reaching back to it. I re-created the toys and puzzles and other
things remembered from my school days, like the pencil, eraser, and
61
comb.
The innocuous implements depicted in the sculptures Eraser 1 966-67, Pencil 1 968-70, and
Comb 1 970 (Figure 6) are pleasant reminders of simple childhood moments completely separate
from the subsequent uprooting of her family from Latvia and constant fear amid the bombing
62

while living as refugees in Germany. The exaggerated scale of each sculpture is a fantastical
interpretation of an imagined reality forever lost in the chaos of her childhood. These three
sculptures were produced using the same “redescribing” method through meticulous detail.
Constructed from painted balsa wood, Pencil p resents signs of feigned handling
suggested by the dulled graphite tip, and Eraser e vokes a gummy opacity with the rubbed edges
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of a worn tool. Comb similarly depicts a personal object; however, it is also a reference to René
64

Magritte’s 1952 painting, Les valeurs personnelles. Celmins described this sculpture as a
“memorial piece for Magritte,” citing her admiration of the Belgian Surrealist’s juxtaposition
65

between “the real and the illusionary.” While it was Celmins’ original intent to recreate all the
objects represented in Magritte’s painting, she abandoned this plan after the completion of Comb
due to the time consuming lacquer process. To apply Marmer’s comedy categorization more
accurately, Celmins’ surreal-inspired objects are indeed comically enlarged; however, they are
expressionless domestic items that, in addition to her wartime paintings and drawings, acted as
the cathartic outlet which Vija Celmins employed in order to overcome her childhood of violence
and trauma and advance into the next phase of her life and artistic output.
66

Vija Celmins maintained certain Surrealist aspects within her toy sculptures as well.

House #1, 1965 (Figure 7) depicts a grisaille toy house with a removable roof revealing the furry
interior, thereby conjuring one of the most infamous Surrealist objects, Meret Oppenheim’s 1936
67

Object. While Oppenheim’s sculpture describes an everyday object associated with proper
decorum, the application of fur transforms the object into something that is both sensuous and
tantalizing. Celmins’ furry interior does not quite evoke the same sexually charged motif as
Oppenheim. Instead, it contributes a feeling of warmth and security similar to a child’s
dollhouse. The implied safety of the interior is contrasted to the house’s painted exterior that
includes the recurring imagery of crashing planes, fired guns, and smoky explosions painted in
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typical Celmins’ grisaille. The artist applied these destructive themes to other toy sculptures
including House #2, 1965 and WWII Puzzle Toy, 1965.
After graduating from UCLA in 1965, Celmins continued to render commonplace
objects, but this time by embracing her fellow artists and continuing to gain proficiency in
various media. This exploratory phase came out of witnessing firsthand a vitalization of artistic
production in Los Angeles. Staying faithful to her redescriptions of source photographs, Vija
Celmins actively participated in the artistic output responding to the socio-political climate of the
late 1960-70s while simultaneously reflecting upon her own personal traumas.
Celmins’ California years were essential to the artist’s grasp on the technical elements of
figurative representation, a finesse with an array of materials, and most importantly, an
understanding of light and space inspired by the West Coast landscape. Her works produced
during the 1960s were informed by Angeleno styles including Hard-Edge abstraction, California
Pop, and the Cool School, as well as the slew of important exhibitions heralding a new era of
artistic output. It is during this period between 1962-1969 when Celmins can let go of the
imagery from her past and focus on her surroundings in the present. Abandoning both color and
composition completely from her production, the artist focused on liminal space that was
grounded in the reality of her classical training yet influenced by a new wave of conceptualism
that washed up in California during the 1970s.
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Chapter 2: 1970s Pluralism on the West Coast
Still, despite the real changes that occurred in L.A.’s art scene
after the demise of the Ferus group, and the overwhelming
perception that something special had forever passed, art did not
end in Los Angeles. Instead, much as occurred after the collapse of
the Roman Empire, life went on. Certainly the absence of a
dominant cultural force meant–both in ancient Rome and modern
L.A.–the emergence of something much murkier, less clearly
defined, and more difficult to understand.68
The “California Dreamin’” mentality that vitalized the transitional period of the 1960s
did not carry into the new decade. Optimism of a fresh start gradually transformed into
disillusionment triggered by a slew of socio-political concerns such as the seemingly futile
efforts in Vietnam, Watergate hysteria, and heightened racial tensions. With an increasingly
dystopian outlook on American life, new styles nevertheless managed to flourish on the West
Coast. The narrative of art production in California during the 1970s can be described through
“...a multiplicity of movements, forms, and genres [that] began to take shape simultaneously…”
while also “including the spirit of questioning and experimentation occurring in and beyond the
69

studio–taking a precedence over affiliation with any group or movement.” Divergent narratives
proliferated with individualized post-studio practices and allowed for unprescribed
manifestations of artistic license, a notion that was quite different than that of New York.
East Coast artists in the 1960s were often restricted in their experimentation due to the
market’s calculated categorization of artists into sanctioned movements to commercially dictate
the monetization of visual arts; however, as a result of the art market decline in the 1970s, New
York artists pursued conceptually-based projects. California artists, on the other hand, were less
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likely to fit snugly into the system’s divisions potentially rendering their art less commercially
70

viable and oftentimes considered derivative of their New York counterparts. Despite any
institutional preferences and attempts at constraining experimentational or unorthodox
endeavors, California maintained a “fluid, open, and malleable” art scene through “non
traditional institutions and artist-driven galleries and collectives [to create] a looser structure that
served as an alternative to the commercial system and provided a way for artists to see each
71

other’s work.” With this liberated sense of values, a manifestation of California conceptualism
opened the 1970s to a plurality of avant-garde practices.
Vija Celmins’ early demonstration of her expert handling of both paint and graphite as
exhibited in her first solo exhibition at David Stuart Gallery in 1966 prompted a characterization
of her work under the umbrella of Photorealism (Figure 8). The exhibited war paintings and
drawings are especially comparable to Gerhard Richter’s war imagery. The German artist, like
Celmins, began collecting photographs during the 1960s, and both artists were particularly drawn
to airplane imagery. In hindsight, Celmins mused that she and Richter must have obtained their
72

World War II imagery from the same books. To some, Richter’s blurring effect evokes a
nostalgia within his photorealistic renderings of war that is not evident in the snapshot
redescriptions by Celmins. As a child growing up in the midst of World War II Germany, Richter
73

recalls, "There were weapons and cannons and guns and cigarettes; it was fantastic.” This
fascination of war incited by first-hand experience evokes a composition inspired by
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recollections such as Bomber, 1963 (Figure 9). Through a blurring effect of oil paint across the
canvas surface, Richter’s composition does not document a pinpointed snapshot of time, but
rather animates an unfolding series of events. He continued to employ this blurring effect
throughout his career thereby fabricating flashbacks in paint as a means of processing turmoil,
destruction, and trauma. While Richter transformed his photorealistic paintings into haunting
narratives that can linger like ghosts, Vija Celmins–triggered by the upheaval of the Vietnam
War–reflected upon objects from an uprooted and traumatic childhood in Latvia which was
informed by acute documentary moments.
The Los Angeles Times published “Mystical Calm in Art Work,” a brief review by
William Wilson critiquing Celmins’ 1966 solo show at David Stuart Gallery. Sensing the
nostalgic aura embedded in her work, Wilson wrote: “Vija Celmin’s [sic] hypnotic imagery
soaks through her grey paintings-from-photographs… A nostalgia for security is signaled by a
74

fur-filled house and an incomplete puzzle of an autumn wood.” Wilson described House #1
1965 and Puzzle 1965-66 as childhood toys, sentiments from a lost childhood young Vija never
got to experience. This rendered childhood is encapsulated by a painted facade depicting violent
and destructive imagery which impacts a child’s innocence. Celmins’ made no specific reference
to the biographical nature of this illustrated trauma which plays an important role when
considering her disaster images; therefore, it is probable that viewers, including William Wilson,
did not have any indication of her past when viewing her exhibition at David Stuart Gallery.
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Wilson also described Celmins when he analyzed “complex psychosexual emotions
inform pictures of crippled World War II bombers. Enthralled by destruction, she paints fires and
75

explosions.” This sexual interpretation may have stemmed from the erotic connotation of fur in
House #1 as previously described in relation to Meret Oppenheim’s Object; however, Wilson
stood alone with his connection of Celmins’ work to any sexual connotation. It is also
exceptionally peculiar that Wilson implied a sadistic tone when referencing Celmins’
enthrallment of war imagery. What Williams described as pleasure from pain is more accurately
the artist’s mode of presenting violence spurred by the ongoing Vietnam war through imagery
that simultaneously grapples with the trauma of her childhood.
Another Photorealist affiliated with Celmins is Chuck Close, both of whom attended the
same Yale Summer School of Art Program in 1961. These two artists, who remained friends
throughout their careers, analyzed their early fascination with the photographic image in a 1991
interview. Close addressed Celmins’ absence of color as naturalistic, whereas an inclusion of
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color seems artificial. In the same interview, the artists continued to reminisce about the
necessity of employing the grayscale during their adolescent training because their source
images, at the time, were black and white reproductions. Close continued with this limited
palette in the late 1960s, but this time, black and white headshots were the source for his
hyperrealistic drawings. Big Self Portrait 1967-68 is an exceptionally large and detailed
rendering chosen from a film strip of self portrait photographs. Figure 10 demonstrates Close’s
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implementation of the grid to transpose his images from small contact sheet to oversized
canvas–a method Celmins also relied on for accurate transfer.
Celmins’ “landscapes” are a misnomer as she maintained that the “subject matter is the
77

photographs… rather than the ocean itself.”  Both Celmins and Close redescribed the source
image which questions whether their works can be described as portraits and landscapes or
something else entirely. This pluralistic notion integrating photography as a conceptual means
rather than an end was shared by numerous California artists as evident in Eleanor Antin’s
photographic documentation of her performance, Carving: A Traditional Sculpture 1972 and
Allen Ruppersberg’s image/text works like Where’s Al? 1972.
While teaching at the University of California, Irvine between 1967-72, Vija Celmins
encountered a new decade that embraced a pluralist approach. California universities at that time
were implementing more experimental teaching practices as evident in the art department at UCI.
UCI opened in the fall of 1965 with the introduction of a new art department overseen by
Director Clayton Garrison. He appointed John Coplans as chair of the art department in addition
to director of the department’s art gallery. Guided by Garrison’s ambitious approach in
establishing a formidable arts academy on the West Coast, Coplans assembled a faculty with
distinguished staff members such as Philip Leider, Barbara Rose, Alan Solomon, Tony DeLap,
and John McCracken. Vija Celmins joined the staff in 1967 with a new wave of artist professors,
many of whom were former Ferus Studs including Robert Irwin, Craig Kauffman, and Ed
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Moses. Some notable guest lecturers included artists James Turrell (once a student at UCI
himself), Frank Stella, David Hockney and Bruce Nauman.
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With a formidable roster of professors in addition to the new pluralist approach, the UCI
art department promoted nontraditional teaching methods. The unstructured program was
challenging for students as a consequence of “open-ended projects without deadlines and few
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specific assignments.” Celmins’ classes unsurprisingly focused on a mastery of formal
techniques and drawing observed from still lifes. Celmins befriended her former UCLA
professor and fellow UCI lecturing artist, Robert Irwin. In comparison to Celmins’ teaching
method of fundamentals, Irwin urged students away from painting and toward more
experimental and theoretical practices.
When discussing Irwin’s teaching style at UCLA, Celmins recounted him as both a
“wonderful and positive teacher” and “tough character” who “...never came to anybody’s
studios. He just sat in his office. You could go in and talk to him, and I did. At that time he was
moving out of painting, and I was moving into trying to figure out how I was going to be a
80

painter.” Robert Irwin taught only briefly at UCLA; however, his mentorship provided a
formative period in Celmins’ education during which she abandoned paint in favor of graphite
81

most visibly evident in her landscapes. In addition to Vija Celmins, Larry Bell, Doug Wheeler,
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Joe Goode, Ed Ruscha, and Chris Burden also studied under Irwin. These students became
successful in an array of practices and are all indebted to Irwin’s lessons on perception. Irwin’s
pioneering teaching approach motivated the UCI art department to adopt his “conceptual
83

apprenticeship” method as the criterion pedagogy.

Robert Irwin, like Celmins, commenced his artistic career with an Abstract Expressionist
approach during his representation with Ferus Gallery. He quickly abandoned gestural and
textural elements and focused solely on opticality and reduction. Irwin received major acclaim
for both his line paintings followed by his dot paintings. Upon a monochromatic field of color,
Irwin produced parallel horizontal floating lines which was a reductive experiment in visual
84

energy. Becoming less interested in the visible mark, he shifted from lines to dots in which an
application of tediously placed dots encompasses the canvas. Despite the vibrant color of each
small dot, the pointillist painting appears as a white monochrome from afar. With his success in
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achieving an “all-over visual vibration,” Philip Leider’s Cool School praised Irwin as the
86

paradigmatic avant-garde painter in Los Angeles. These new minimalist paintings were
significantly different than the New York Minimalists’ artwork occurring simultaneously. When
discussing the differences between the coasts’ ideologies during the 1960-70s, Robert Irwin
juxtaposed New York’s intellectual preoccupation with conc eption to California’s interests with

feel like you were really doing something interesting. It was very infectious and made you want to believe in
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perception. Untitled, 1963-65 (Figure 11) demonstrates said perceptual qualities present in
Irwin’s dot paintings series which, at first glance, appear as a blank canvas. There is a physical
engagement that is necessary to observe properly the “perceptual phenomena” of tightly
clustered dots in contrasting colors and alternating patterns. Irwin’s dot paintings are an attempt
88

to “step outside the frame” thereby binding the artwork to its surrounding space.

As colleagues, neighbors, and friends, Celmins and Irwin shared several similarities
despite their unwavering dedication to figurative and post-painterly works respectively. Irwin’s
painstaking process of applying each individual dot demonstrated an optical engagement that
informed Vija Celmins’ own process. In fact, in an interview Celmins remembered walking into
Irwin’s office while he was working on a dot painting and noticed how extremely serious the
89

process was to him. Her early landscape drawings, such as Untitled (Ocean) 1968 (Figure 12),
provide a network of overlapped and intertwined graphite markings illustrating depth, texture,
and shadow–formal elements the artist never relinquished. The overall equal handling of the
subject matter provides a minimalist aesthetic similar to Irwin’s dot paintings where no one part
of the composition is treated as more important than any other area. Celmins’ desertscapes and
starfields also were treated with this same “all-over” effect reminiscent of Monet’s water lilies or
Pollock’s drip paintings, creating an all-embracing uniform surface.
The treatment of surface, while incredibly detailed at close-range, gradually appears more
abstracted as the viewer’s gaze lingers. By increasing the space between the viewer and image, a
tension is revealed. Levitating between minimalist composition and photorealistic study,
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Celmins’ drawings and paintings prompt an elastic range of examination that challenges the
viewer to orient into positions that reveal the gamut of visual perceptions. Celmins’ landscapes
provide a spatially engaged approach to viewing, one that relies on participation in gauging the
physical range of distance from which to view the work.
California critic Peter Frank identifies the optical similarities between Irwin and Ad
Reinhardt which are also applicable to Vija Celmins’ landscapes. Frank ascertains Irwin’s
conjecture that “what you see is how you see… [comes] right out of Reinhardt’s decades-long
effort to deflate avant-garde convention, to refute the potency of both image and process, and to
90

insist on the autonomous power of the artwork—and by extension art—to exist and be known.”
Both Irwin and Reinhardt consider the art object as it exists in space which cannot be conveyed
accurately in reproductions. This is especially true of Irwin’s later installations during his
participation with the Light and Space movement.
Celmins, too, identified with Reinhardt’s visual ideology. Reinhardt’s influential 1953
article, “Twelve Rules for a New Academy” hangs in Celmins’ New York studio as a reminder
of his strict guidelines of techniques to avoid in painting which negate any use of texture
91

(specifically within her paintings), brushwork, form, design, and color. This equal treatment of
the composition negates any sense of foreground, middleground, or background, thereby
challenging the viewer’s sense of space. Celmins’ unorthodox rendering of the landscape results
with viewers aimlessly pacing nearer and farther to register exactly where they are located within
these vast expanses. When discussing the surface of her starfields, Celmins stated, “Everything is
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close to the surface, but when you step back, it’s a galaxy, deep space.” This tension between
the intimately detailed surface and the distance needed to perceive the whole work activates a
physical participation with the viewer. The detailed surface can be overwhelming to the point
that the eye must shift and refocus to understand the depth of space within the landscape. This
sense of displacement within space elicits a grappling within the viewer to grasp some form of
familiar imagery to ground herself.
Robert Irwin was not the only artist informing Celmins’ understanding of visual space.
Her Venice Beach neighbors included James Turrell, Doug Wheeler, and Maria Nordman, all
members of the Light and Space movement. The constantly changing Southern California
sunlight was a muse to many artists during the 1970s; however, whether natural or artificial, this
group of artists shared light as their medium and space as their canvas. This pure and reductive
aesthetic was occasionally referred to as West Coast Minimalism. Celmins shares the same
attention to light within her work; therefore, it is no surprise that she was featured with the Light
and Space artists in a 1979 exhibition California Perceptions: Light and Space, Selections from
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the Wortz Collection. It is through her friendships and their shared interests that Celmins’ work
was so closely aligned with the tenets of Light and Space; however, unlike her comrades,
Celmins applied these elements to the traditional modes of representation from which she does
not deviate.
Beginning with Robert Irwin’s dot paintings which opened the door to sensory awareness
in art, the Light and Space artists continued to manipulate light in immersive installations that
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completely consumed the senses. Irwin, Turrell, and Nordman all experienced light and sound
94

deprivation with time spent in an anechoic chamber. Used by NASA to analyze the effects of
space, the anechoic chamber experiment revolutionized both light and auditory perception to the
three artists who all explored its varied implementation through immersive installations reliant
on architecture.
James Turrell varied his practice with the implementation of both artificial and natural
light in his art. Light pieces such as Afrum (White), 1966 create illusions with simple projections
of light onto the existing architecture of the room. The projected square of white light, when cast
upon the right angle of a room’s corner, transforms into a three dimensional cube, hovering like
an otherworldly apparition that maintains its volume as the viewer walks around the gallery
space.
Turrell’s natural light installations are capricious in nature due to the constantly
fluctuating natural light resulting in a myriad of possible visual perceptions. With a synthesis of
architecture and nature, Turrell conceived the series of works referred to as Structural Cuts.
During the early 1970s, Turrell applied his fascination with light by constructing a skylight-like
structure cut into the ceiling of an interior space. This open aperture frames the sky as the work
of art intended for long meditations and contemplation. When discussing his Structural Cut,
Meeting Room, 1980 (Figure 13), the artist stated, “We don’t normally look at light; we’re
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generally looking at what light reveals.” With seating around the space’s perimeter, Meeting
Room compels viewers to analyze light by presenting a cropped section of sky. It is this
truncated view of infinity in which the effects of light can more attainably be analyzed.
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The composition of Meeting Room or any other of Turrell’s Structural Cuts bears a
remarkable similarity to Celmins’ own bordered compositions. The untouched white borders
around Celmins’ prints and drawings of skies parallel the architectural framework in Turrell’s
Meeting Room. Devoid of color, Celmins’ landscapes capture the gradient of light from the black
of deep space to the pure white twinkling of stars, whereas Turrell encompassed the many facets
of the natural spectrum.
The Light and Space artists had a significant relationship with the desert: Irwin moved
from Los Angeles to Las Vegas, Turrell worked in Arizona, and Wheeler grew up in Arizona.
Both James Turrell and Doug Wheeler were avid pilots who inspired Celmins to take flying
lessons, thereby gaining a new perspective of the desert landscape. As a young boy, Doug
Wheeler woke before the sun rose to help his parents maintain the fence line around their rural
abode which allowed him to experience the early morning’s gradual illumination of the vast
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desert landscape. Both a member and co-founder of the Light and Space movement, Wheeler
integrated artificial light into his immersive installations to elicit a perceptional void reminiscent
of his own spatial isolation in rural Arizona. Wheeler attempted to capture the sublime expanse
of sky from his childhood memories within his large, white, early paintings created during his
time in Los Angeles. While he strove for a visual sensation conjuring otherworldliness, he found
that the two-dimensionality of painting was not sufficient to induce the spatial relationship
between the viewer and his art.
Wheeler’s 1971 PSAD Synthetic Desert III ( realized in 2017 at the Guggenheim, New
York) (Figure 14) was a sensory installation triggered by his own experience of landing in the
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Mojave Desert bearing limited visual and auditory stimuli. By transforming the gallery space
into a “semi-anechoic chamber,” the Guggenheim described this exhibition as “deeply grounded
in the artist’s experience of the natural world” however, “the work does not describe the
97

landscape. Its form is strictly abstract.” With the use of artificial light and materials, it is clearly
not a reproduction of the desert landscape. Instead, by implementing a low pink noise frequency
and soft purple hues upon the pyramidal polymer elements, Wheeler recreated his own
perceptual void to share with others in the loud, bustling city.
The synthetic element of Wheeler’s Guggenheim installation paralleled Vija Celmins’
mode of redescription in which she did not seek to mimic, but rather to evoke an ambiguous
perceptual depth through her individualized mark-making. While discussing Celmins’ work,
Wheeler revealed, “We relate to our landscape the same way; how she dealt with that in her work
98

is quite different from me.” Both Wheeler and Celmins dealt with the void of spatial perception
through nontraditional abstract-inspired modes, but each artist used differing implementation.
She recalled the mood in Los Angeles during the 1970s as having, “a kind of spatial interest that
is not like that of a New York artist” which she incorporated into her own boundless expanses of
99

oceans. Through her friendships with James Turrell and Doug Wheeler, Celmins gained a new
aerial perspective of the Earth which informed her proliferation of landscape subject matter
within her own work.
The 1969 moon landing precipitated the dissemination of new images surveying the lunar
surface. Photographs of the empty crater-pocked environment summoned a new interest in the
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exploration of a similar, more accessible landscape: the American West. America’s technological
triumph, paired with its involvement in the Cold War, activated notions of both utopia and
100

apocalypse in the avant-garde Land Art movement.

Urban artists sought the empty stage of the

desert to create site-specific projects that relied upon the seemingly infinite and uninhabited
expanse. Earthworks shared the Light and Space movement’s fixation on the desert setting which
was informed by the heightened sensory awareness in addition to the relationship between object
and environment.
Vija Celmins’ shift from sea to land also was spurred by her own exploration of the
desert landscape (Figure 15). While living in California, she took trips to the Panamint Valley,
Death Valley, and Mojave Desert where she documented her exploration by camera. Her
newfound interest with the desert’s sparse vastness compelled her to rent a studio in 1973 for
four months in Arroyo Seco, New Mexico. While Celmins shot photographic source material in
the Southwest, the simultaneous production of Land Art shifted the focus from the white-cube
museum and gallery setting to the desert.
Both Robert Smithson and Nancy Holt–artists featured in the previously mentioned
video, East Coast, West Coast– were prominent artists known especially for their contributions to
Land Art. Perhaps the most well known Earthwork, Smithson’s Spiral Jetty, demonstrated a
redistribution of land to form a composition sourced from nature. His counterpart, Nancy Holt,
integrated industrial materials into the desert landscape with works such as Sun Tunnels, 1973-76
(Figure 16). Located in the Great Basin Desert in Northwestern Utah, Sun Tunnels i s a
monumental structure that becomes dwarfed by the empty desert and expansive sky. Holt’s
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materials include four concrete cylindrical tunnels, each eighteen feet in length, nine feet in
diameter, and twenty-two tons. The situation of the viewer in relation to the open cross format of
tunnels integrates an ancient celestial connotation. The open cylinders framed the sun during the
summer and winter solstices like an ancient Egyptian monument. Holt also drilled holes forming
101

constellations into each tunnel which stream beams of light into the dark concrete pipe interior.
The artist described Sun Tunnels as “bringing the vastness of the desert back to a human scale

and allowing visitors to view their surroundings through the more-contained perspective offered
102

by the tunnels.”

By constructing her own configuration of space and light, Holt aides the

viewer in and around this environment creating shifting perspectives with each step.
Holt’s integration of constellations within the desert landscape shared themes with Vija
Celmins’ limited visual content. Sun Tunnels i s set in a remote location which transcends a
typical viewing experience into a physical pilgrimage not possible within the white-cube setting.
Viewers witness an innate connection between the Earth’s geological birth within the larger
context of the creation of time and space. Celmins, too, transports the viewer not physically, but
mentally within the undisclosed locations rendered in her graphite drawings.
Untitled (Desert-Galaxy) 1 974 (Figure 17) bears a geographic/galactic verisimilitude to
the desert terrain sourced from Celmins’ own photography, and the Coma Berenices
constellation repurposed from astronomical imagery obtained from the California Institute of
Technology in Pasadena. These two separate graphite drawings are joined upon a single
horizontal paper, presenting a double image of juxtaposing landscapes. There is a similar notion
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of natural creation in Holt’s Sun Tunnels when maneuvering between Celmins’ two
compositions. The slightly larger Coma Berenices constellation drawing is a field of dark
graphite with celestial light residing in the untouched white gesso background. From the inherent
white of the background, Celmins constructs the physicality of stars and planets through the
layering of dark negative space. In comparison to this predominantly dark starfield is the
adjacent desert landscape, cropped in such a way that no horizon or depth perspective is
established. The aerial view of this small patch of desert floor highlights a dichotomy between
the two images: macro and micro, celestial and terrestrial, negative and positive, dark and light,
abstract and concrete. These acute differences establish a divide in the overall composition
forcing the viewer to shift her gaze back and forth across the picture plane. Despite the
compositional incongruencies between galaxy and desert, both landscapes precipitate a similar
sense of spatial imbalance as inspired by the artist’s early encounters with the Southwest terrain:
I would drive out into the desert. I liked it. It was a place that made
you feel as if your body had no weight. At first I thought that there
was nothing there. Then I began to see things. I was always having
to adjust my eyes back and forth – both far and close, which is how
I think about my own work sometimes. It lies somewhere between
distance and intimacy. That early discovery about that different
kind of space–where you don’t know really how far or near
something is–had a subtle influence on my work, especially that of
103
the late 1960s and 1970s.
This situation “somewhere between distance and intimacy” is a poetic manifestation of the
ambiguity between viewer and landscape and the liminal space between binaries. Lost in an
all-encompassing view of desert, there is a similar sense of weightlessness evident in starfields
and even seascapes, both of which are spaces that physically alter one’s sense of mass. It is
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through Celmins’ disorienting placement of the landscapes which leaves the viewer aimlessly
pacing nearer and farther to register exactly where she is located within these vast expanses.
Though Celmins maintained a studio-based practice, the indispensable element of natural
physicality within Land Art production permeated its way into the artist’s work. Through a
shifted focus to the dry desert floor and the implementation of the physical landscape, To Fix the
Image in Memory I-XI, 1977-82 (Figure 18) was a return to sculpture in which Celmins
demonstrated her ability in redescription through direct observation rather than her habitual
indirect method sourced from photographs. After years of collecting visually interesting stones
during her desert walks, Celmins selected eleven unique rocks that she then cast in bronze, a nod
to Jasper Johns’ Painted Bronze (Ale Cans) 1960. In a “merging of earthwork and trompe l’oeil,”
she then hand painted each bronze facsimile with inscrutable accuracy resulting in eleven pairs
of nearly identical rocks.

104

Each pair of stones obscures the line between original and

reproduction while simultaneously challenging the viewer’s concept of time when considering
the processes of geological formation in contrast to human creation. Similar to Celmins’
disorienting construction of space within her landscapes, To Fix the Image in Memory similarly
provokes a reevaluation of cumbersome perceptions.
The collegiate environment, neighboring artists, and newfound pluralist mentality of the
1970s exposed Vija Celmins to a wide variety of practices and ideologies from which she
composed her distinctively modern revitalization of the landscape. The implementation of
cutting-edge approaches prevalent in the California artist community solidified Celmins’
dedication to traditional modes of representation. She was, however, keenly cognizant of the
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surfacing tenets applicable within her own practice as evidenced with the rise of Photorealism.
Close relationships with members of the Light and Space movement supplemented the artist’s
examination of the spatial and perceptual relationship between viewer and composition. She
maintained her commitment to materiality and representation fully embracing the movement’s
phenomenological approach. Before relocating to New York, Vija Celmins cultivated a patient
dedication and laborious process of constructing a surface quality entirely unique and admittedly
Californian.
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Chapter 3: The Modern Landscape - Distant Voids and Intimate Details
Early depictions of the California landscape began during the era of Westward Expansion
when artists such as Albert Bierstadt, Thomas Hill, and William Keith captured the sublime
panoramas of the untamed and unsettled environment through romanticized paintings. Mostly
European émigrés, these artists, known as the Rocky Mountain School, sketched en plein air
informing the final large scale paintings that “heralded the geographic wonders of the
west–cataclysmic waterfalls, majestic mountains, and dramatic sunsets.”105 These monumental
depictions of the unspoiled Western frontier frequently incorporated symbolic or patriotic
overtones often heightened luminosity. In comparison to these romantic Rocky Mountain artists,
Vija Celmins shared the same commitment to realism; however, her grisaille desert landscapes
do not portray the evocative panoramas of the West, but rather, intimate observations of the
terrain that are unidentifiable in location.
In her book, Pop L.A.: Art and the City in the 1960s, Cécile Whiting discusses the
tradition of landscape painting on the West Coast that began with this transcendental
appreciation of the sublime topography. She continues by noting the different approach in
photographic manifestations of the region that aimed to capture nature’s grandeur before the
rapid modernization of the twentieth-century could exploit or destroy. Celmins places herself in
the middle ground of this landscape narrative by remaining dedicated to the attentive realism of
the Rocky Mountain painters while also relying heavily upon mechanical reproduction as a
means of capturing a facsimile of the sea, sky, and land as defined by light and space. By
incorporating these two traditions of landscape imagery into her compositions, Celmins once
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again constructs a transitional space in which the viewer can contemplate this new visual
composition of confined space in contrast to the expanding Los Angeles metropolis.
Vija Celmins reclaimed the Western landscape with her own modern approach which
differed from earlier romantic compositions of both the Rocky Mountain School painters and the
members of Group f/64. Each of Vija Celmins’ landscapes emanates from a photograph.
Whether it was composed by the artist herself or sourced from a book or magazine, the
photograph is the intermediary between nature and art. She began with her ocean series in 1968
by capturing images of the sea while walking her dog along the nearby Venice Beach. The
source photographs taken were ones that she recycled throughout her career. When discussing
these images, the artist stated, “The ocean, which I’ve repeated so many times in my life since
1968 or 1967, is an image I know, but every time it changes.”
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While the cropped horizonless

seascape was the image she continued to reference, Vija Celmins gradually deviated from this
disciplined composition in order to comprehend the properties of the materials employed better.
Ocean: 7 Steps #2, 1 973 (Figure 19) is a wonderful example of the subtle changes in light caused
by a change in graphite hardness. Each of the seven steps that comprise this work illustrates a
receding expanse of ocean. The water’s surface is constructed through the application of small
markings that build the shadows of the waves’ peaks. While the same amount of effort was
necessary to complete each section of the wave composition, the hardness of the graphite
employed within each section determined the range of hue and opacity possible to achieve the
shadows. When discussing this material process, the artist described her relationship with
graphite:
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As I became involved with graphite I began to notice the pencil,
the graphite was telling me a lot of things. I would pick up a pencil
and work it down until it was useless. I would notice that if another
day I picked up another pencil there was a difference and it took a
little time. I would do a drawing with an H-pencil and it would
have a certain quality and I would do a drawing with an F-pencil
107
and it would have another quality.
These minor differences in light quality are most clearly visible when viewing Ocean: 7 Steps #2
from left to right. Throughout the seven sections of this panoramic drawing, the handling of light
and shadow gradually shifts as the graphite employed progressively softens, thereby resulting in
a darkening of shadows. Like a grayscale study, this drawing affirms Celmins was only just
beginning to master the subtleties of the medium when depicting landscapes.
During her decade-long hiatus from painting after UCLA, Celmins utilized graphite
pencils which historically were handled for drafts and sketches due to its ability to render soft,
minute details. Works such as Untitled (Ocean Steps #2) in addition to every other landscape that
utilizes graphite, provides a network of overlapped and intertwined markings illustrating depth
and texture. In order to achieve such sensitive studies of the sea, Celmins first established a firm
foundation upon which the image sits. She prepared the paper with an acrylic ground, sealing the
paper and transforming it from a “porous and supple paper support into an eggshell-like veneer
108

of flattened space.”

Upon this structural support, Celmins compiled layers of graphite

markings to produce a smooth, dense graphite field which results in a highly reflective surface.
The shine of graphite is Celmins’ own, and unintentional, rendition of the Finish Fetish trend
which sought to achieve glossy surfaces through the use of materials such as fiberglass,
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Plexiglas, polyester resin, and acrylics.

109 

While Jules Langsner’s exhibition, Four Abstract

Classicists, occurred several years prior to Celmins’ arrival, southern California’s
“...involvement in perceptual process [and] sensitivity to ambient light” is applicable to Celmins’
own reflective graphite surfaces which subtly nod to the southern Californian forebearers of
110

modern painting.

Graphite drawing dominated Celmins’ tenure in California as an exercise to truly
comprehend its surface qualities upon the paper foundation. Each drawing is a technically
advanced construction which began with a light grid marked upon the paper from which she
transferred her source image. Beginning from the lower right corner and progressing diagonally
toward the upper left corner, Vija Celmins used a bridge to ensure that her graphite markings
were untouched by her arms during this upward trajectory. With any construction, errors occur;
however, the artist refused to employ an eraser to amend any such mistakes. When she produced
a mark that did not integrate into the surface plane, Celmins restarted entirely from scratch. The
additive mark-making process and the smooth acrylic ground paper are henceforth manipulated
into a unified and polished surface. There are no physical indications that imply the multiple
layers of graphite; therefore, both material and surface render a solidity comparable to the source
111

photograph’s smooth, flat, reflective plane.

When discussing her imagery, Celmins explains,

“Most of my work is making the image sit correctly in this dimension, so that you notice it’s flat
112

and not some kind of big illusionistic rendering.”

Consequently, Celmins does not include
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matting when exhibiting her drawings because she views each as a constructed object built layer
upon layer, mark by mark.
Celmins’ implementation of the source photograph as object is an indirect method of
rendering a landscape, whereas the forebears of West Coast landscape imagery relied upon the
camera to capture untamed natural beauty. Walter Benjamin’s 1935 essay, The Work of Art in the
Age of Mechanical Reproduction, articulates the benefits photography provides in procuring
113

detailed moments through the camera lens unattainable to the naked eye.

This intensified

vision is directly applicable to Vija Celmins’ source images that halt the constant motion of the
ocean waves and the twinkling of far away galaxies, both of which are too fleeting or too distant
for human vision to distinguish. With the repeated motifs of land, sea, and sky, Celmins’
meticulously rendered natural formations do not elicit the same sublime quality as the Rocky
Mountain landscapes with their illustrative sun beams cascading upon alpine vistas boasting
sentiments of freedom and beauty. Instead, the cropped horizonless landscapes and photographic
origin aligns Celmins’ practice more closely to that of the 1930’s group of photographers known
as Group f/64.
In 1932, a group of eleven photographers in San Francisco formed the collective Group
f/64 which included artists Ansel Adams, Imogen Cunningham, John Paul Edwards, Preston
Holder, Consuelo Kanaga, Alma Lavenson, Sonya Noskowiak, Henry Swift, Willard Van Dyke,
Brett Weston, and Edward Weston. Group f/64 was coined in reference to the smallest aperture
setting available in large-format view cameras which allowed for incredibly detailed snapshots.
114

In a celebration of photography’s memetic capabilities, the artists of Group f/64 were varied
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in their subject matter which ranged from depictions of industrial structures and commonplace
objects to images of the modern world and nudes; however, the most explored theme among
these photographers was the Western frontier.
In Benjamin’s early examinations of mechanical reproduction, he describes the natural
aura as the human perception of “The unique phenomenon of a distance, however close it may
115

be.”

The natural aura is conjured with Benjamins’ descriptive example of a mountain range on

a summer afternoon as a physical experience enabled by the senses. In comparison, reproduction
of the landscape via photography eliminates the notion of a natural aura by “overcoming the
116

uniqueness of every reality [and] accepting its reproduction.”

Benjamins’ notion of a natural

aura is particularly intriguing when discussing the work of Vija Celmins which originates from
an automated image composed through the artist’s eyes and subsequently translated by hand.
Whiting notes that Celmins’ combined implementation of the mechanical and the manmade
results in the viewer’s difficulty in deciphering the two within the composition.
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Celmins’

uncharted handling of the landscape is surprisingly unique considering the genre’s long history.
Echoing her early graduate school days, Celmins again does not conform to history’s prescribed
representations which cast her in an unfamiliar territory somewhere between painting and
photography.
Cofounder of Group f/64, Edward Weston explored the Southwestern landscape with
particular interest in the tonal variation upon coastal dunes in Oceano, California. His landscapes
capture both smooth undulations of the land’s topography and the more detailed billows of the
desert’s rippled surface. Death Valley was also an evocative subject for Weston and his fellow
115
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f/64 photographers during the 1930s and 1940s chiefly due to the enticingly empty expanse that
118

conjured ruminations of an otherworldly landscape.

The seemingly inaccessible terrain of

Death Valley gained recognition among the general public in an attempt to experience the natural
aura of this California landscape through photographic verisimilitude. When discussing his purist
practice, Weston noted “The camera should be used for a recording of life, for rendering the very
119

substance and quintessence of the thing itself, whether it be polished steel or palpitating flesh.”
Group f/64 declared this reliance upon the camera’s superior simulacrum over the biased and

imperfect vision of the human eye as a viable conduit of the natural aura. Similarly, Vija Celmins
relied on the camera to capture the fleeting moments of the Pacific tides during her walks along
the Venice pier in order to transcribe the tonalities of each peak and depression present upon the
liquid surface. Celmins did not employ mechanical reproduction by means of photography as a
means to capture the natural aura of the physical landscapes she experienced during her walks
along the Venice pier or treks through arid desertscapes. Rather, she sought to capture a sober
translation of light and space from film to print subsequently enlivened by the artist’s hand.
Probably the most prolific landscape photographer to date, Ansel Adams is renowned for
his monumental landscapes of American national parks. His work “demonstrates the full range of
the medium’s potential in tonal range and clarity of detail” resulting in a beautifully
representative illustration of nature’s awesome formations.

120

Like Celmins, Adams was

fastidious when executing a balanced composition which harnesses the spectrum of natural
lighting upon the landscape. Devising what is known as the Zone System, Adams’ photographic
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method allowed the photographer to control the tonal scale of the composition during the film
processing stage. Through the practice of radiometry, Adams measured the light in different
areas of a landscape to gauge individualized areas of exposure in order to compose a photograph
121

with a full range of light to match the artist’s vision.

Despite Adams’ manipulative

photographic process, he and Celmins have a shared commitment to precision and tonality within
their respective media.
While Ansel Adams photographed rivers, lakes, and seas, one particular work is atypical
within his oeuvre. Foam, Merced River, Yosemite Valley, California, 1951 (Figure 20) i s a
cropped examination of the foamy surface of river water that results in an overall abstracted
composition. The darkness of the water resembles the dark void of space while the specks and
swirls of foam are the nebulae of star clusters and far away galaxies reminiscent of Celmins’
starfields which she began in the mid-1970s. This uncharacteristic study of a contained
component within the landscape illustrates Benjamin’s assertion that with the introduction of
mechanical reproduction, “the urge grows stronger to get hold of an object at very close range by
122

way of its likeness…”

Whether Adams intended a galactic interpretation or not, the

concentrated imagery begs the viewer to consider the small, changing environment existent
within the frame as representative of our own small environment on the scale of the vast cosmos.
In contrast to the Rocky Mountain School landscapes that portrayed sprawling panoramic
vistas, Celmins illustrated her modern landscapes with a focused attention throughout the
composition. Each rendered section contains precise details that, when viewed very closely, elicit
a microcosmic view that alters one’s sense of perspective. While there is no debate that the
Mccann, John J., and Alessandro Rizzi. The Art and Science of HDR Imaging. Hoboken: John Wiley & Sons,
Incorporated, 2011, p. 17.
122
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subject matter is a figurative landscape, there are allusions of an immersive abstract space, and
reductive and pure aesthetics noted in Reinhardt’s “Twelve Rules for a New Academy.”
Celmins’ landscapes embody the reductive quality Reinhardt intended with her self-imposed
limitations regarding media, composition, and color. It seems illogical that a landscape can
negate all these formal elements; however, Celmins masterfully blends figurative and abstract
components. Triggering a reassessment of the traditional notion of the landscape genre, Celmins
also continues the California painting tradition begat by the Finish Fetish that promotes an
attention to surface.
There is an underlying geometry in Celmins’ compositions that corresponds to Ad
Reinhardt’s Abstract Painting, 1 963 (Figure 21), one of the artist’s late career paintings in which
he only used shades of black. At first glance, this large painting appears to be a blank black
canvas; however, it is upon extended viewing that a geometric structure presents itself. Forming
a three by three square grid, Abstract Painting r eveals slight variations of black paint tinted with
hues of red, blue, and green. This painting demonstrates a seemingly simple composition that
requires an extended viewing. It is interesting to note the similarities between Reinhardt’s
Abstract Painting and Celmins’ drawings in which a gridded substructure is visibly mapping the
flat and vacant image through equal material implementation.
Inspired by the recent moon landing and the visual media being transmitted from space,
Vija Celmins rendered the remote surface of the moon between 1969-72. Sourced from Sky &
Telescope m
 agazine, NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab in Pasadena, and the Caltech bookstore,
images of the moon redirected Celmins’ focus toward a brief exploration of this extraterrestrial
terrain. Untitled (Moon Surface Surveyor I) (Figure 22) demonstrates the visual information
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being transmitted from space while also highlighting Celmins’ relationship with the surface. In
an interview, the artist recalls, “We started getting the survey things back from out of space and I
was so excited: I saw that they were made of these little chips, like a little kind of Cubism. It was
as if this machine was drawing from information it got out in space and assembling these tiny
123

images into pictures.”

This particular rendering depicts an abstracted plane reminiscent of

landscapes by pre-Cubist artist Paul Cezanne; however, as Celmins acknowledges, this source
image is actually a stitching together of multiple “chips” and not a manifestation of artistic
license. There is an intensified distance between the transmitted moon imagery and intimately
rendered graphite drawing. As is typical in Celmins’ production process, the landscape is
captured through an initial photograph which is then redescribed; however, with Untitled (Moon
Surface Surveyor I), the lunar device, Surveyor I, is the automatic photographer transmitting
images back to NASA’s Jet Propulsion Lab. The technologically transmitted photographs of the
terrestrial environment were then carefully arranged by the human hand, resulting in a cohesive
composition of the lunar landscape. This pieced-together landscape was transmitted once more
as a cohesive image to viewers such as Celmins. She then redescribed this mechanical yet
manmade image while maintaining the imperfections presented in the assembled photographs by
another hand.
It seems logical that these images returning from the moon would encourage a transition
into deep space imagery; however, the moon surface ironically grounded Vija Celmins to Earth.
Starting in the early 1970s, the desert began to appear in Celmins’ body of work as an accessible
study of vast, uninhabitable landscape for which the void of space could better be understood.
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The desert landscape was the perfect segue into Celmins’ starfields as a result of their shared
characteristics and striking dichotomies. When discussing the drawing, Untitled (Desert-Galaxy),
curator Julia Friedrich considers the following:
[Untitled (Desert-Galaxy) ] places the infinite expanses of the night
sky – dark – alongside the sand in a desert at our feet – bright –
and with that two spaces are mirrored in each other, spaces
separated by millions of light years that nevertheless show a
bewildering structural similarity. But this connection of two spaces
amounts at the same time to a connection between two totally
different time frames. While the sand by the dazzling light of the
desert sun specifies a ‘now’, the lights in the heavens are from
124
galaxies that died millions of years ago.
The adjacent renderings of desert and night sky are intriguing representations of Celmins’
repeated practice of abutting conflicting themes such as lightness and darkness, present and past.
There is, however, more to be said regarding the two compositions similarities. Friedrich touches
upon their structural similarity as a parallel, but these two typologies are even more intertwined
by their constant state of flux. Celmins’ desert landscapes dapple the paper with stones, rocks,
and sand particles. Each is rendered with a fixed lightsource upon a slightly perspectival plane.
The artist’s starfields do not manifest a planar sense of depth even though the blackened night
sky is ironically an infinite void. Nevertheless, both space and desert consist of moving particles
that are never static–winds shift the desert sands while galactic dust propels through the vacuum
of space.
The desert drawings originate from source photographs taken by Celmins during her
expeditions in the Panamint Valley and Death Valley, as well as the deserts explored during her
residency in Arizona and New Mexico. Each desert floor image conjures microscopic
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perspectives. Author Judith Tannenbaum compares Celmins’ depicted arid regions to cellular
patterns as a result of the sporadic placement of the organic formations consistent of a larger
125

structure.

Spatial relativity is, indeed, distorted within all Celmins’ landscapes due to the lack

of a horizon, a perspectival element that determines depth in relation to the dwarfing expanse of
sky. Without the relationship of sky to land, the viewer is confronted with the task of discerning
the spatial scale. This disorientation is also present with the oceanscapes which, when viewed
closely, take the form of geological peaks and valleys upon the Earth’s crust.
The artist’s starscapes, too, warp understandings of both time and space. Early
observations of the constellations Cassiopeia and Coma Berenices in the early 1970s illustrate
the artist’s experimentation with the new night sky subject which she does not initially treat with
a uniformly distributed surface. With a centralized constellation, Galaxy, (Cassiopeia) 1 973
focuses on a specific star cluster, while Galaxy #1 (Coma Berenices) 1 973 depicts a galaxy
cluster. A repeated image throughout the 1970s, the telescopic view of the Coma Berenices,
eventually gives way to less specific and more abstracted starfields in the early 1980s. While
Celmins moves to New York City in 1981, she brings with her the night sky source imagery in
which she instills a similar all-over treatment as her oceans and deserts. Viewers are encouraged
to encounter the image just as they would a telescope–up close.
It is toward the end of her California career when Celmins focused her concentration on
the translation of surface through paint–the medium from which she departed a decade earlier.
To Fix the Image in Memory, while it was also a return to sculpture, was undoubtedly a
self-imposed test of Celmins’ mimetic abilities to replicate a convincingly painted surface. With
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her return to paint, the artist painstakingly replicated each rock’s unique constellation of
particles. As a group, To Fix the Image in Memory confounds the viewer’s conception of
creation–is it manmade trickery or a serendipitous geological duplication?
Spurred by her move to New York and her continued production of To Fix the Image in
Memory, Celmins once again picked up the paintbrush and returned to her ocean imagery and
continued exploring galactic permutations through reduction. She continued her paradigmatic
ocean views while simultaneously experimenting with both composition and this reunited
material. Her ocean compositions created during the 1980s provided a magnified picture plane
that incorporated larger representations of waves with a higher contrast in light. Untitled, 1 988
(Figure 23) juxtaposes a vertical strip of ocean with an adjacent black square. With this unusual
contrast, Celmins is playing with multiple dichotomies. The light upon the wave crests is
accentuated in relation to the imposing blackness. Additionally, the ocean is presented with
extreme verisimilitude when abutted with an abstract plane.
It was during her New York career during that Vija Celmins began an exploration of
black similar to Ad Reinhardt’s, introducing small additions of color to her cosmic landscapes
which rendered the black sky with a heightened telescopic vision capturing the soft hues of
distant nebulae and galaxies. A deeper sense of space is insinuated through the colors that the
naked human eye cannot perceive, especially from cities like Los Angeles and New York. To
achieve an infinite depth of space in her more contemporary paintings, Celmins layered ivory
blacks with tints of burnt umber, ultramarine blue, and sometimes a touch of white as evident in
Untitled (Ochre), 2016 (Figure 24). To render the transmitted starlight from light years away, her
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paint mixture incorporated cerulean blue, raw umber, or ochre to the various types of white.
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In

this nebulous interaction between light and darkness, an abstracted notion of space is instilled
within the viewer from afar and only intelligible with an extended gaze.
The repetition of ocean, desert, and starfield imagery during her nineteen years in
California evokes abstract concepts of light, space, and time. Contemporaneous events such as
the introduction of Land Art and the 1969 moon landing helped the artist direct her gaze;
however, Celmins articulates the focus. Her technical prowess obscures the divide separating
automated process and the human touch whereby each mark made in graphite or oil defines a
landscape with which the viewer is not familiar. It’s difficult to maintain secure footing while
analyzing these images since gravity does not appear to play a factor. Whether it be the
weightlessness of the ocean or the void of deep space, one thing is certain: Vija Celmins
produces liminal landscapes in which viewers must grapple with her juxtaposing dichotomies
situated within.
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Conclusion
After driving expeditions through the deserts of the southwest, Vija Celmins identified a
natural landscape that exists somewhere between distance and intimacy. This liminal landscape
is contingent upon focal readjustments and physical movements to spatially gauge the
uninhabitable terrain. Additionally, the sparsity of visual information provokes a conceptual
analysis of the many dichotomies at play: distance and intimacy, absence and presence, past and
future, and so forth. A similar weightless isolation is unmistakable with the disparate environs of
the boundless ocean and infinite night sky, all of which provoked Celmins’ integration of
opposing themes within her artistic practice. During Celmins’ California era between 1962-1981,
the artist positioned herself in the isolated gray area between the classifications of the art world.
Adhering to no prescribed guidelines except her own, Celmins eventually gained an interest in
exploring perceptually ambiguous spaces located betwixt and between. Positioned in this
nebulous middle ground, Celmins’ technical ability renders landscapes that introduce both
perceptual and conceptual deliberation.
After enduring the psychological upheaval of her youth amidst World War II first in
Latvia, then in Germany, uncertainty, relocation, and fear contextualized the ashen landscape of
Celmins’ childhood memories. A relocation to L.A. allowed her to grapple with this trauma
through painting. Celmins pursued the notion of isolation first endured as an immigrant in
America and subsequently as a graduate student at UCLA. Beginning with her still lifes,
Celmins’ concentration focused on the object in space. The early common objects had little
significance and were rather vehicles of convenience; however, the image as object–whether
printed photograph, newspaper clipping, or stamped enveloped–was fundamental to her
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developing practice. The enigmatic setting in which she placed these mundane objects paralleled
a similar feeling of uncertainty both experienced during her childhood and also in the
contemporary sociopolitical atmosphere in Los Angeles.
What first began as a lesson in painting from direct observation, Celmins’ early still lifes
were indirect manifestations of the social landscape of the late 1960s. Singular objects in dark
undefined settings expressed an ominously relatable overtone. Her contemporaries, in
comparison, were analyzing the household commodity as the harbinger of a new consumer era.
Pop art pervaded Los Angeles but never fully penetrated Celmins’ body of work. She did,
however, play with elements of the movement that led to her association to the periphery of Pop.
Surreal overtones instilled Celmins’ still lifes with a Magrittian mystique and sense of
dislocation. Under this far-reaching scope of California Pop, Celmins also explored spatial
relativity with her monumental sculptures of combs, erasers, and pencils. Both enlarged objects
and isolated still lifes establish Celmins’ early commitment in redefining space.
By expanding her subject matter, Celmins introduced the found image into her painting
practice. The elimination of color at a very early stage in her career encouraged an exploration of
evocative hues of gray that composed her photographic source images. Additionally, her
exclusive employment of graphite was preferred for its additive quality that produced a
lustrously Californian surface quality. With borrowed images of planes, bombs, and riots,
Celmins’ disaster images were a therapeutic avenue that simultaneously sharpened her rendering
ability. It is after her graduate career that Celmins’ spatial inquiry intensifies with the
introduction of the landscape into her oeuvre.
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Friendships with Light and Space artists reinforced Vija Celmins’ involvement with
sensory perceptions in relation to her own artwork. The desert landscape was the setting in which
artists such as Turrell, Wheeler, and Celmins analyzed how human senses react to a vast, empty
environment. She then instilled conflicting themes into the compositions whereby light/dark,
past/future, abstract/landscape, innovation/tradition somehow all seamlessly coexist.
The nineteen year period spent on the West Coast provided the foundation upon which
Vija Celmins articulated her artistic style. Her landscapes are a study in liminality whereby she
laboriously executes her technical ability. Beginning with her seascapes, Vija Celmins navigated
desertscapes and lunar surfaces and began to dabble with her night skies before her relocation to
New York. These landscapes were unlike any art being produced during that period in
California. By not observing the material experimentation of post-studio production tactics,
Celmins’ traditional handling of a classical genre was ironically nonconformist to the expanding
pluralist methods of the 1970s.
Still at an early point in her six decade career, Vija Celmins continued these landscapes
after moving to New York in 1981; however, the L.A. environment was essential in the young
artist’s gravitation toward the sprawling landscape of the nearby deserts. The repetition of
oceans, deserts, and skies never gets redundant because with each delicate mark making
decision, Celmins expertly manipulates the viewer’s perceptual awareness both within the
picture plane and within the viewing space.
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